' spatial relation resolution' is introduced to describe the constraints of relative spatial relation. On the basis of nine intersection models, the cardinal direction models and the iso-distance-relation models, this paper gives three sorts of relation resolution representations for topological, distance and orientation relation, respectively. Two mapping implementations in map generalization is discussed.
Map generalization, a process of transformation from high resolution to low resolution, can be thought as a mathematical set mapping procedure between two databases. Since the spatial database (set) contains two categories of information, spatial entity and spatial relation, the mapping procedure certainly involves spatial entity abstraction and spatial relation abstraction. Traditionally, we focus on spatial entity generalization, achieving set of generalization operators for spatial entity, but neglect the relation generalization. To resolve the conflicts between spatial entities is a typical spatial relation abstraction.
As the entity abstraction, the spatial relation abstraction is also based on resolution change. Spatial relation resolution (SRR) can be defined as the minimum identifiable semantic description of the spatial relation. Spatial relation representation, including topological, direction and distance relation, has different similarity to each other. The similar relations can be grouped as a componet of higher level semantic description. So the spatial relation description is a hierarchical tree structure, and SRR describes the hierarchical level, represented as the node depth in the tree structure. In this paper, we will give three methods for constructing the hierarchical relation tree for topological, directional and distance relation, respectively. The topological hierarchical 'relation tree is based on" Egenhofer's nine intersection descrip- 
1 Topological relation resolution
The nine intersection representations of topological relation -2'~ can get 29 =512 sorts of relations between two spatial objects. However, the valid number of the relations is less than that number after the meaningless rela- 
